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noted question is when someone comes to an existing holding and wants to grow 
something, is this development?  The answer is no, it does not require an EIA under 
the Planning and Building Law.  However, there are some things that people may 
wish to do to a product e.g. apply an industrial or chemical process (some activities 
are listed in the table under the 2006 Order). Growing does not require an EIA, 
processing quite often does. The Health Minister wants EIAs applied to the 
processing elements.  

  acknowledged that clearly, if an applicant is going through planning process as
required, then  team would cover this off. Environmental Health act as a
statutory consultee for the Minister for Health, so Environmental Health would cover
off the nuisance aspects and could make recommendations to the Health Minster
that could be built into the licence as could the States of Jersey Police if they were
made a statutory consultee.

 PMcC agreed it would be helpful if we could tee out the process for the Health
Minister to make bodies statutory consultees, then licence applications could be
referred.  Is it for the Health Minister to decide this?

  noted that water and power use have wider environmental considerations.
 PMcC suggested it would be helpful to have a template that an applicant could use

as part of the process.  agreed.
 DH reminded this Group that economy is the driver here and we do not want to

create a high bar to entry and in effect regulate the industry away but at the same
time we don’t want to compromise regulation required.  The idea is consistent with
the need to assist PMcC with applications.

  noted that DH has a good point, there is already control over development
within the existing Order.   can see why chemical processing might well require
an EIA but cannot see why growing plants would ever require an EIA.

  stated that we should not be singling out industry: washing, processing, reverse
osmosis is already happening on-Island so, there would then be a requirement for
these operators to have to apply for a retrospective EIA.



  said that the extra work needed is not to heap on regulation but to suggest that
the problem isn’t there.

 DH noted we need to be a little bit circumspect around new regulation.
  noted a complaints procedure would be wise.

Action 3:  to set up a meeting to be held between PMcC,    and DH to 
iron out statutory consultees to assist in the licence application process. 

5. Food legislation 

  gave the Group an overview of how CBD products are regulated via local food
legislation.
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  noted two potential areas of assistance: (i) we have a new Director of Public
Health (Peter Bradley) who might be able to help on the legislative side, and (ii) the
regulatory team under  who manage software for their remit that
could potentially make the licensing process easier.  will be heading
up this licensing element on the Environmental Health side.

Meeting closed at 12.30hrs. Next meeting TBA. 




